Abstract. We study the relationship between Ng's abelian cord ring and SL 2 C characters of the two-fold branched cover Σ(K). Augmentations, and their corresponding rank, play a central role in the relationship. Our study also leads to a correspondence between trace-free SL 2 C characters of a knot complement and augmentations. Whether the trace-free character is metabelian or not is determined by the rank of the corresponding augmentation. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given on the augmentation for it to correspond to an SU (2) character. This provides an effective tool for finding representations of relevance to singular instanton homology. We also give necessary and sufficient conditions for an augmentation to induce a non-abelian SL 2 R character of Σ(K) and exploit this to discuss branched covers with left-orderable fundamental group.
Introduction
For a given compact connected 3-manifold M we denote the SL 2 C character variety of π 1 (M ) by X(M ). Let Σ(K) be the branched double-cover over a knot K ⊂ S 3 and let E K be the complement of a tubular neighborhood of K. Here we study X(Σ(K)) and the meridian-traceless characters X T F (E K ) ⊂ X(E K ) by exploiting a relationship to the abelian cord ring [Ng05] , which is related to the knot contact homology of K.
Knot contact homology HC * (K) is a non-commutative algebra associated to K which arises out of symplectic field theory 1 , and its zero-graded part HC 0 (K) admits a description, as the cord algebra, that solely utilizes the topology of the pair (S 3 , K). We are interested in an application arising from the cord algebra description which relates HC 0 (K) to X(Σ(K)). More precisely, the complexification of the abelian cord ring HC ab 0 (K), which is a commutative quotient of HC 0 (K), admits a homomorphism Z : HC ab 0 (K) ⊗ C → C[X(Σ(K))] which is an isomorphism if K is 2-bridge [Ng05] . We will extend this result to a more general context. Call a homomorphism ε : HC ab 0 (K) → C a reflective augmentation of K. A key piece of input for what follows is the notion of the rank of a (reflective) augmentation coming out of the author's previous work (see Section 3). Write r ab (K) for the set of ranks of reflective augmentations of K; note, r ab (K) is finite for each K -in fact, bounded above by the bridge number [Cor14b] . For any r > 0 there exist knots with r = max r ab (K), e.g. (r, s)-torus knots with r < s (see also [Cor14a, Section 5]).
There is a natural involution τ on Σ(K) which is of interest to us. We focus on the set of τ -equivariant characters in X(Σ(K)), denoted X τ (Σ(K)), which is algebraic (see Section 4). Note that 3-bridge knots (among others) satisfy the condition of the following theorem. Our proof of Theorem 1.1 passes through a correspondence between reflective augmentations (of rank at most 3) and trace-free characters in X T F (E K ) (see Theorem 5.1). The correspondence is such that we obtain the following. ρ(G) is metabelian. The set X(G) is known to be algebraic [CS83, GAMA93] . Given g ∈ G, there is a regular function t g : X(G) → C defined by t g (χ ρ ) = tr(ρ(g)) and {t g , g ∈ G} generates the ring C[X(G)] of regular functions on X(G). Also recall that if ρ, ρ ∈ R(G) are such that their characters agree and ρ is irreducible, then ρ and ρ are conjugate [CS83] .
2.1. Characters of a free group. Let F r = f 1 , . . . , f r be the rank r free group and g : F r → G a surjective homomorphism, with g i = g(f i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Then every element of C[X(G)] is a rational function in {t gi |1 ≤ i ≤ r}, {t gigj |1 ≤ i < j ≤ r}, and {t gigj g k |1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ r}. In fact, there is some choice of g so that C[X(G)] is generated by rational functions in {t gi |1 ≤ i ≤ r}, {t gigj |1 ≤ i < j ≤ r, i ≤ 3}, and t g1g2g3 [Vog89, Mag80] .
Some lemmas used in [Mag80] to obtain this last result will be important to us. First we recall the "Fricke relation" (originally known in [Vog89] ) on characters in X(F r ). Let X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ∈ SL 2 C be arbitrary. Define x i = trX i , y ij = tr(X i X j ), and z ijk = tr(X i X j X k ) for i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Note that y ii = x (1) ∆(X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) = P 2 − 4Q.
Lemma 2.1 ( [Mag80] ). For any choice of X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ∈ SL 2 C, ∆(X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) = 0 if and only if there exists T ∈ SL 2 C with tr(T ) = 0 such that (T X i ) 2 = −Id for i = 1, 2, 3, unless tr([X i , X j ]) = 2 for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
From the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [Mag80] the determinant of tr(X i X −1 j ) 1≤i,j≤4 , for X 4 = Id, is zero if and only if ∆(X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) = 0.
Another proposition from which we will derive some useful corollaries is shown in [GAMA93] . Now we note that having X 1 be the identity was only cosmetic since, in the more general case, if we set X 1 = Id and X i = X i X −1 1 the original matrix under consideration is precisely that corresponding to X 1 , . . . , X m and (X 1 ) −1 , . . . , (X m ) −1 .
An elementary consequence of Corollary 2.3 is the following. is a multiple of det tr(X i X −1 j ) 1≤i,j≤4 , and so is zero if the latter is zero.
Remark 2.5. Suppose for X 1 , X 2 , X 3 that some T is found as in Lemma 2.1. While not mentioned in [Mag80] , if there are X j ∈ SL 2 C, j > 3, such that ∆(X 1 , X 2 , X j ) = 0 also then (T X j ) 2 = −Id. To see this, note the method used to find
was to consider
The square of the determinant of this system equals ∆(X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ). In addition, T can be shown to be invertible provided the commutator, of X 1 , X 2 say, does not have trace 2. But, in particular, tr([X 1 , X 2 ]) = 2 means the two rows (a i − d i , b i , c i ) where i = 1, 2 are independent and so the same (t 11 , t 21 , t 12 ) is orthogonal to (a j − d j , b j , c j ), j > 3.
2.2. Trace-free characters of E K . Given an knot K ⊂ S 3 , a meridian in π 1 (E K ) is an element represented by a loop that is the oriented boundary of a disk D, embedded in S 3 , such that there is one point in D ∩ K, the intersection being transverse. Note that if we choose the basepoint of π 1 (E K ) on the boundary torus this picks out a meridian, the boundary of a meridian disk of our torus neighborhood of K. For any meridian, conjugates of that meridian generate π 1 (E K ).
A representation ρ ∈ Hom(π 1 (E K ), SL 2 C) is called trace-free if tr(ρ(m)) = 0 for a meridian m. The set of characters of trace-free representations will be written X T F (E K ), which, by the above, is not affected by choice of m. As X(E K ) is known to be algebraic, so is X T F (E K ).
In fact, Nagasato [Nag13] has given a description of X T F (E K ) as an algebraic set that will be useful to us. Given a knot diagram D of K with n crossings, let m 1 , . . . , m n |r 1 , . . . , r n be a Wirtinger presentation of π 1 (E K ). Recall that each m i , i = 1, . . . , n is a meridian (associated to a segment labeled i) and that a relation r j is determined by a crossing.
is denoted x ab (p) (resp. x abc (p)). Below (i, j, k) denotes a crossing of the knot diagram, where i is the label of the overcrossing strand and j, k the labels of the two undercrossing strands at that crossing. We let x aa = 2, x ab = x ba and x a σ(1) a σ(2) a σ(3) = sign(σ)x a1a2a3 . In addition, given 1 ≤ a 1 < a 2 < a 3 ≤ n and 1 ≤ b 1 < b 2 < b 3 ≤ n set a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and b = (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) and for a point p ∈ C (
The main theorem of [Nag13] is that X T F (E K ) is equivalent to the set of points in C ( n 2 )+( n 3 ) cut out by the following equations, where i, j, k run over all crossings (i, j, k) in the diagram:
Nagasato has the coordinates corresponding to the character of ρ : a m b ) ) and x abc ↔ −tr(ρ(m a m b m c )). For convenience we put x ab ↔ tr(ρ(m a m −1 b )), which is equivalent as meridians are trace free. Nagasato obtains these equations using the (trace-free) Kauffman Bracket Skein Algebra of E K at t = −1. A handlebody with n handles is obtained from the knot diagram and the algebra is the quotient of the KBSA of that handlebody by the "fundamental ideal" given by relations coming from the crossings. Hereafter we identify
with the affine variety just described, the implicit choice of some diagram of K being understood.
Note that (5) is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 since the meridians are trace-free. Moreover, one can replace indices 1 or 2 in the determinant of (5) by another index and the determinant remains zero. Also, in Section 3.2 of [Nag13] it is shown that equations (3) are implied by (2), (4), and (5).
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that q ∈ C ( n 2 ) satisfies equations (2) and (5). Choose 1 ≤ a 1 < a 2 < a 3 ≤ n such that δ(a) := 1 2 T (a, a)(q) = 0, if such exists, and choose a square root δ(a). If no such a exists set a = (1, 2, 3). There exists a unique p ∈ X T F (E K ) with x ab (p) = x ab (q) for 1 ≤ a < b ≤ n and x a1a2a3 (p) = δ(a).
Proof. Define x ab (p) = x ab (q) and x a1a2a3 (p) = δ(a) (= 0 if all T (a, a) are zero). For 1 ≤ b 1 < b 2 < b 3 ≤ n, use (4) and x a1a2a3 (p) = δ(a) to define x b1b2b3 (p). We need only show, given 1 ≤ a 1 < a 2 < a 3 ≤ n with some a i = a i , that x a 1 a 2 a 3 x b1b2b3 satisfies (4) for all 1 ≤ b 1 < b 2 < b 3 ≤ n. This is equivalent to demonstrating
Consider the case that a 1 = a 1 , a 2 = a 2 , but a 3 = a 3 . From (5) we have that for any 1 ≤ b ≤ n,
at q. The same elementary argument which shows that Corollary 2.4 follows from Corollary 2.3 may be applied here to see T (b, a ) = αT (b, a) for some α. Moreover, considering the linear relations among the columns when setting b = a 1 , a 2 , or a 3 in the matrix above, we see T (a, a ) = αT (a, a) for the same α. As T (a, b) = T (b, a), this shows that (6) holds in this case. The argument did not depend on which component of a differed from that of a , and only required that x a1a2a3 x b1b2b3 and x a1a2a3 x a 1 a 2 a 3 satisfy (4). Hence, successively replacing a for a triple on which the equality has already been shown, the general case follows.
There is an involution ι : R(E K ) → R(E K ) studied in [NY12] . It is defined by ι(ρ)(g) = (−1) lk(g) ρ(g). Here lk(g) is the linking number of g with K, i.e. lk : π 1 (E K ) → Z is the homomorphism determined by sending a meridian to 1. This gives an involution, χ ρ ↔ χ ι(ρ) on X(E K ) as well (which we denote by ι also), which restricts to an involution on X T F (E K ).
Proposition 2.7 ([NY12]). The set of fixed points X(E K )
ι is contained in X T F (E K ) and X(E K ) ι equals the union of the irreducible metabelian characters and the character of the abelian representation determined by
The set of irreducible metabelian characters in X(E K ) equals the set of binary-dihedral SU(2) characters (see e.g. [NY12, Proposition 2]). They are finite in number, of cardinality (|∆ K (−1)| − 1)/2, where ∆ K (t) is the Alexander polynomial [Kla91] .
From the identification of X T F (E K ) with the algebraic set given by (2), (4), and (5) note that a point in X T F (E K ) is fixed by ι precisely if it projects on the last n 3 factors as zero. That is, if and only if x abc = 0 for all 1 ≤ a < b < c ≤ n. By the equations (4), this implies that q ∈ X T F (E K ) is a fixed point of ι if and only if the matrix [x ab (q)] 1≤a,b≤n has rank less than three.
3. The cord algebra 3.1. Definitions. Given a knot K ⊂ S 3 with a basepoint * on K, define a cord of (K, * ) to be a path γ : [0, 1] → S 3 such that γ −1 (K) = {0, 1} and * ∈ γ([0, 1]). The algebra HC 0 (K) in grading zero of knot contact homology admits a description where it is generated by homotopy classes of cords over a Laurent polynomial ring Z[µ ±1 , λ ±1 ], that polynomial ring being identified with the group ring of the first homology of a torus over K in the unit cotangent bundle [Ng08, Ng14] . In our discussion on augmentations below, we will refer to this algebra. However, for the purpose of the results in this paper, it suffices to give a presentation of the commutative quotient ring HC ab 0 (K) from [Ng05] . An analogue of our results here on representations into higher rank Lie groups, if such exists, will likely require consideration of a different quotient of HC 0 (K).
Definition 3.1. Consider the commutative ring (with 1) generated by unoriented homotopy classes of cords of K, forgetting the basepoint. That is, homotopy of cords allows endpoints to move along K, even across the basepoint; and by an unoriented homotopy class we mean that the equivalence relation puts cords γ andγ in the same class, whereγ : [0, 1] → S 3 is defined byγ(t) = γ(1 − t). The product is a formal product on these classes. The abelian cord ring HC In the above definition, relations are between any cords that differ only locally, as shown. The knot K is depicted more thickly. Also the figures depict a relation in 3-dimensions.
The map sending the homotopy class [γ] of a cord γ to −[γ] induces an isomorphism with the algebra defined in [Ng05] .
3.2. The cord algebra from a knot diagram. The abelian cord ring can be described as a polynomial ring from a knot diagram of K. This description will be useful in relation to C[X T F (E K )]. Suppose the diagram has n components (the segments along the knot between two consecutive undercrossings). Label these components by {1, . . . , n} and let c ij denote a homotopy class of cord that begins on (the preimage under projection of) component i, ends on j, and passes above K in its interior. Then HC ab 0 (K) is generated by the set {c ij |1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. Theorem 3.2 (Ng05b). Write A ab n = Z c ij |1 ≤ i < j ≤ n . Denote a crossing in an n-crossing knot diagram D of K by (i, j, k) where i is the label on the overcrossing strand and j, k are the two undercrossing strands. Define I D to be the ideal in A ab n generated by
where we set c ll = 2 and c ml = c lm for l < m. Then HC Augmentations. An augmentation of K is a ring homomorphism ε ∈ Hom(HC 0 (K), C). In a more general setting augmentations are defined in the category of differential graded algebras, however Hom(HC 0 (K), C) will suffice for our purposes.
Definition 3.3. We call an augmentation ε ∈ Hom(HC 0 (K), C) reflective if it factors through HC ab 0 (K). Definition 3.4. Given a knot diagram D and ε an augmentation, let C D (ε) be the complex matrix obtained by applying ε to each entry of C D , defined in the previous subsection. We define the rank of ε to be the rank of C D (ε).
As in the introduction, we write r ab (K) for the set of ranks of reflective augmentations for K. See the remarks following Theorem 3.6. Choose any meridian m in π 1 (E K ). Define R Aug (E K , k) to be the subset of Hom(π 1 (E K ), GL k C) consisting of those homomorphisms ρ such that ρ(m) is diagonalizable, and has 1 as an eigenvalue
Let us note a few properties of R Aug (E K ). First, given K there is an n K such that all irreducible elements in R Aug (E K ) are contained in the union ∪ n K k=1 R Aug (E K , k) and n K is at most the number of meridians needed to generate π 1 (E K ) [Cor14b] . Also, as with any GL k C representation of a group generated by conjugates of one element, a choice of k
For augmentations with ε(µ) = 1 this correspondence is 1-1 on equivalence classes of irreducible elements of R Aug (E K ). 
As a relevant aside, for any non-trivial knot K work of Kronheimer and Mrowka shows there is an irreducible representation σ : π 1 (E K ) → SU (2) with σ(m) a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues ± √ −1 [KM10, Corollary 7.17]. Hence, upon multiplying by the 1-dimensional map determined by m → √ −1, every non-trivial knot K has an irreducible representation in R Aug (E K , 2) with det(ρ(m)) = −1, so inducing a rank 2 augmentation. However, it may be that 2 ∈ r ab (K), i.e. there are knots with no rank 2 reflective augmentation (see Corollary 5.3).
Recall that if a matrix with rank r is diagonalizable, then by considering the characteristic polynomial we get a principal submatrix of size r which has non-zero determinant. This shows that reflective augmentations have the following useful property.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that the rank of ε :
Proof. As ε is reflective it satisfies ε(c ij ) = ε(c ji ) and ε(µ) = −1. Thus C D (ε) is symmetric and therefore can be diagonalized.
Lemma 3.8. Given an n-crossing diagram D, if ε is a reflective augmentation such that ε(c rs ) = ±2 for all 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n, then ε(c rs ) = 2 for all 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n, and so rank(ε) = 1.
Proof. Let i be a label on a component of D and suppose ε ij = −2 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Choose a crossing at which j is undercrossing, and let j be the other undercrossing strand. As ε(c rs ) ± 2 for all r < s, by the equations (7) it must be that ε(c ij ) = −2 also. Moving along the knot in D we have ε(c is ) = −2 for all 1 ≤ s ≤ n. In particular, 2 = ε(c ii ) = −2, a contradiction.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose ε is a reflective augmentation of rank at least two, where D has n crossings. There is a labeling of D so that for 2 < k ≤ n we may find matrices A 2 , A k ∈ SL 2 C so that, upon setting A 1 to the identity, we get tr(A r A −1 s ) = ε(c rs ) for r, s ∈ {1, 2, k}. The trace of the commutator [A 2 , A k ] is 2 if and only if the principal submatrix in C D (ε) corresponding to rows 1, 2, k has zero determinant. Moreover, for 1 ≤ l ≤ n there is A l ∈ SL 2 C so that tr(
Proof. Let us abbreviate ε rs := ε(c rs ) for 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n. Since ε does not have rank one there is some i < j such that ε ij = ±2 (Lemma 3.8) and we may assume i = 1, j = 2 by a relabeling of D. Setting d to a root of d 2 − ε 12 d + 1 = 0 and a = ε 2k −ε 1k d ε12−2d (note that ε 12 = 2d as ε 12 = ±2), we take
By computation, tr(
On the otherhand, 2 ε 12 ε 1k ε 12 2 ε 2k ε 1k ε 2k 2 = −2(ε 
. For a choice of b l , c l that will soon be made, we set
Note that
On the other hand, if tr([A 2 , A k ]) = 2 then suppose the principal submatrix corresponding to rows 1, 2, and l has zero determinant. That is 
where the last equality holds by (9).
Remark 3.10. We note it is the case that, taking ε ii = 2 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the matrix A 2 in the above proposition is also in the form a 2 b 2 c 2 ε 12 − a 2 , with b 2 = 0 and a 2 , c 2 defined as for the other cases, i.e. a 2 = ε22−ε12d
The same is true of A k , but with b k = 1. 3.4. The variety of reflective augmentations. Consider a reflective augmentation ε of K. Then ε is determined by the point (ε(c 12 ), ε(c 13 ), . . . , ε(c 1n ), ε(c 23 ), . . . , ε(c n−1,n )) in C ( n 2 ) . Given an ncrossing diagram D for K, define the variety of augmentations A(D) ∈ C ( n 2 ) to be the zero set of the polynomials {x lj + x lk − x li x ij |(i, j, k) is a crossing and 1 ≤ l ≤ n}, where in these polynomials (as in the ideal I D from Section 3.2) if r < s then we take x sr to be x rs and x rr = 2. Then HC
] by the Nullstellensatz. We denote coordinates of ε ∈ A(D) by ε rs := ε(c rs ), 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n.
While the description of HC ab 0 (K) given in Section 3.2 will be important to relate augmentations to characters in X T F (E K ), we also desire to consider K as a closed braid in order to consider an open book decomposition of the branched double-cover Σ(K). If D and D are any two knot diagrams of Our convention is to identify S 3 with R 3 ∪ {∞} and let z-axis ∪{∞} be the braid axis. Closed braids will have an orientation so that their projection to the xy-plane (viewed from z > 0) is counter-clockwise. We also fix a disk D N to agree with (the compactification of) the half-plane {x = 0} ∩ {y ≥ 0}. Then D N has boundary equal to the braid axis and intersectsβ transversely in N points. See Figure 4 . We assume the intersection pointsβ ∩ D N = {p 1 , . . . , p N } are in {z = 0} and p i is closer to the origin than p j if i < j.
For the diagram D(w(β)) draw N horizontal segments, stacked vertically, and label the i th segment from the top by i (so the top segment is 1 and the bottom N ). Reading w(β) from left to right, and moving along the segments from left to right, insert a crossing (with crossing information as in Figure 3 ) between segments i and i + 1 when σ ±1 i is encountered in w(β). Reaching the end of w(β), draw N non-intersecting (and not self-intersecting) curves connecting the right endpoints to the left endpoints so that endpoints at the same height are connected and the curves pass above the rest of the diagram in the plane. The result is D(w(β)). For the purposes of Proposition 3.11 and the discussion in Section 4 we will label the components of D(w(β)) that intersect the projection of D N by 1, 2, . . . , N in order of increasing y-coordinate. An example is shown in Figure 4 .
Define γ ij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N , to be an arc in the half-disk D N ∩ {z ≥ 0} with endpoints on p i and p j . Then γ ij determines a well-defined element of HC ab 0 (K). 
, there is a maximal non-degenerate submatrix of C D (ε) in the principal submatrix corresponding to rows 1, 2, . . . , N .
Proof. That HC ab 0 (K) is generated by {c ij = γ ij | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N } can be proved as follows. Use homotopy to move a cord in the direction of the braid until it lies entirely in D N . Now one may use the relations in Figure 1 to express the cord as a polynomial in three other cords, also in D N , which have lower complexity (that being the height function discussed in [Ng05, Section 2]). Those cords in D N with smallest height are homotopic to the γ ij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N .
The association made in [Cor14a] of a representation in R Aug (K) to an augmentation was such that one can choose any subset of meridians that generate π 1 (E K ), say that these correspond to components labeled k 1 , . . . , k r , and there will be an identification of the vector space of the representation with the subspace of C r generated by columns of ε kikj 1≤i,j≤r . As the meridians for components 1, . . . , N in D(w(β)) generate, this implies the existence of the desired submatrix of C D (ε).
The branched double-cover Σ(K)
Let Σ(K) be the branched double-cover over K ⊂ S 3 and p : Σ(K) → S 3 a degree two branched covering map. We set
agrees with the kernel of the mod 2 reduction of lk : π 1 (E K ) → Z and for a meridian m, m 2 is the smallest normal subgroup of π containing m 2 . We recall that determinant of K is |∆ K (−1)|, which equals the order of
In what follows we identify π 1 (Σ(K)) with this quotient group. There is a natural involution τ :
The inclusion E K ⊂ Σ(K) induces a map on π 1 (Σ(K)) that commutes with τ * .
4.1.
Characters from trace-free characters in X(E K ). Recalling terminology from Section 2.2, consider a trace-free representation ρ :
If ρ is non-trivial, any such T is either ±Id or tr(T ) = 0 [NY12, Lemma 19]. Let X τ (Σ(K)) be the characters of elements in R τ (Σ(K)) and recall the involution ι :
That a τ -equivariant representation ρ extends to π 1 (E K ) = π m π also appears in [Mat00, proof of Proposition 3.3.1]. In fact an extended representation ρ is explicitly described from ρ and the matrix T , appearing above, as follows: for g ∈ π set ρ(g) = ρ([g]) and for g ∈ m π set ρ(g) = T ρ([m −1 g]). If T = ±Id then ρ has image in ±Id (as π 1 (E K ) is generated by conjugates of m). In such a case ρ must be the trivial representation. Otherwise tr ρ(m) = tr(T ) = 0, and we have χ ρ ∈ X T F (E K ), and Y(χ ρ ) = χ ρ .
By the discussion in Section 2, particularly Remark 2.5, the set X τ (Σ(K)) is the intersection of X(Σ(K)) with the set cut out by {∆(ρ(g i ), ρ(g j ), ρ(g k )) = 0} for a set of generators. So X τ (Σ(K)) is algebraic.
4.2.
Characters from the cord ring. A map from the complexified abelian cord ring to C[X(Σ(K))] can be defined as follows. An unoriented cord γ ∈ HC ab 0 (K) has two lifts to Σ(K), the union of which give, up to conjugation and inversion, an element γ ∈ π 1 (Σ(K)). We define Z :
recall we use t γ to denote the trace function of γ). The well-definedness of Z follows from checking relations (1) and (2) of Definition 3.1. Relation (1) holds since the identity has trace 2. That Z respects relation (2) is a consequence of the trace identity tr(AB) + tr(AB −1 ) = tr(A)tr(B) in SL 2 C. The map Z was introduced in [Ng05] , and was there shown to be an isomorphism if K is a 2-bridge knot.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that K is the braid closure of β ∈ B N and define γ ij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N as in Section 3.4. There exist g 2 , . . . , g N ∈ π 1 (Σ(K)), that generate π 1 (Σ(K)), such that Z(γ ij ) =t ij for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N , wheret ij is the trace function t gig −1 j and we set g 1 to the identity. . Label the center of the disk p 1 . We also require that rotation by π about the normal line through p 1 to this plane gives a self-homeomorphism of S taking each handle to itself, each with one fixed point on the normal line (the fixed point orthogonally projecting to p 1 ). This involution on S has corresponding quotient map q : S → q(S) is a branched double-cover over a disk with N branch points, which we identify with D N by a homeomorphism that takes q( p 1 ) to p 1 and the image of the fixed point of the k th handle taken to p k+1 . Note that if N is odd then S has connected boundary and if N is even, the two boundary components are interchanged by the involution.
Write f j ∈ π 1 (S, p 1 ), j = 2, . . . , n for the homotopy class of the union of an (equivariant) core of the j − 1 th handle with a line segment through exp( √ −1
) (with some choice of orientation). We may choose our identification q(S) = D N so that q(f j ) is identified with γ 1j for each j = 2, . . . , N .
Identify S with a page in an open book decomposition of π 1 (Σ(K)) and let the basepoint of π 1 (Σ(K)) be the image of p 1 under the inclusion map S → Σ(K), which induces a surjection on fundamental groups. If g j ∈ π 1 (Σ(K)) is the image of f j then as γ 1j = g j up to inversion and conjugation, we have Z(γ 1j ) = t g1g −1 j . Moreover, for each γ ij there is a path in the disk connecting γ ij to p 1 by which we obtain that γ ij , under the inclusion S ⊂ π 1 (Σ(K)) is homotopic (up to inversion) to g i g −1 j . Hence Z(γ ij ) =t ij also. Note that t i t j −t ij = t ij and so the image of Z contains {t i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {t ij , 1 < i < j ≤ n}. Alsot ij =t ji as the trace is invariant under inversion. Proof. For the basepoint of π 1 (E K ) take a point q in ∂(E K )∩D N near p 1 . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ N take a push-off of γ 1i a short distance toward the z-axis (a single point if i = 1). Let m i be the concatenation of this push-off with a small, counterclockwise-oriented circle about p i (in ∂(E K )∩D N say), followed by the path traversing the push-off in reverse direction (see Figure 6 ). Abusing notation, we write m i both for this loop and the element it represents in π 1 (E K , q).
The right part of Figure 6 shows S, the branched double-cover over D N , and the path to which m i lifts in Σ(K) upon choosing a lift q of q (the part of the handle, up to its fixed point, is displayed to the right side). Note that m 2 i will lift to the (trivial) loop that follows the depicted path then traverses it in reverse order, except following the dashed arc near the fixed point on the handle upon its return. Fixing a short segment in S from p 1 to q we see that [m i m 
is determined by polynomials in its values on g i g −1 j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N where g 1 is taken to be the identity.
Proof. We have seen already that g 2 , . . . , g N generate π 1 (Σ(K)), so by [Mag80] , as discussed in Section 2, the coordinates of χ in X τ (Σ(K)) are given by
Letχ ∈ Y −1 (χ). Using the notation of Proposition 4.3, the value oft ij on χ is given byχ(m i m −1 j ) and t ij is a polynomial int 1i ,t 1j , andt ij . Now for 2 ≤ i < j < k ≤ N we have t ijk = t ij t k − t gigj g 
Main Results
We are now ready to prove some of our main results. For a knot diagram of D, let A 3 (D) be the algebraic subset of A(D) of augmentations with rank at most 3. Also, we denote the restriction of the dual Z * :
Recall the map Y from Section 4.1.
Theorem 5.1. Let D be a knot diagram representing K. There is a map X :
Proof. We may assume that D = D(w(β)) for some braid β ∈ B N which represents K. Say that D has n crossings. Let ε = (ε 12 , ε 13 , . . . , ε n−1,n ) be a point of A 3 (D). If rank(ε) = 3 then choose 1 ≤ a 1 < a 2 < a 3 ≤ N such that det [ε ij ] i,j=a1,a2,a3 = T (a, a) xij =εij = 0 and choose a square root of δ(a) (we may restrict to the range 1, . . . , N by Proposition 3.11). By Proposition 2.6, using that no size four minor of [ε ij ] 1≤i,j≤n is non-zero, there is a unique q ∈ X T F (E K ) with x a1a2a3 (q) = δ(a) and x ij (q) = ε ij for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Take q = X(ε). If rank(ε) < 3 then X(ε) = (ε 12 , . . . , ε n−1,n , 0, . . . , 0).
We will use the notation from Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.3. Our definition of X gives coordinate functions x ij • X(ε) = ε ij for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. So associated to the character X(ε) there is a trace-free representation ρ ∈ R(E K ) so that tr(ρ(m i m ∈ π 1 (Σ(K)) for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N (recall that g 1 is the identity here).
With coordinates ({t i = t gi , 2 ≤ i ≤ n}, {t ij = t gig 
By Proposition 3.11 this implies that
, and so it agrees with χ on g i g
We are left to see that rank(Z τ (χ)) ≤ 3. By Corollary 2.3 C D (Z τ (χ)) = [t ij (χ)] can have no non-zero principal minor of size greater than four, hence Z τ (χ) has rank at most four by Lemma 3.7. Using our generating set g 2 , . . . , g N for π 1 (Σ(K)), as in Proposition 4.3, for some ρ with χ = χ ρ set A i = ρ(g i ). Since χ is τ -equivariant there is a T ∈ SL 2 C so that T A i T In the former case, χ is the image under Y of an abelian representation which means it is the character of the trivial representation. In the latter case, by Lemma 2.1 either the trace of the commutators of pairs A i , A j are each 2, or the Fricke discriminant ∆(A i , A j , A k ) = 0 for each triple 1 < i, j, k ≤ N . If the traces of the all the commutators equal 2 then χ agrees with the character of an abelian representation, in which case ∆(A i , A j , A k ) = 0 for each i, j, k also. Now, setting A 1 to the identity, choose k 1 = 1 and 2 ≤ k i ≤ N, i = 2, 3, 4. Then
which is zero since ∆(A k2 , A k3 , A k4 ) = 0. This implies that each size 4 principal minor of C D (Z τ (χ)) is zero which, as we already know the rank of C D (Z τ (χ)) is at most four, implies in turn that Z τ (χ) has rank three or less by Lemma 3.7.
By Proposition 2.7 the involution ι : X T F (E K ) → X T F (E K ) has precisely the trace-free abelian character and the irreducible metabelian characters as fixed points.
Corollary 5.2. Augmentations HC ab 0 (K) → C with rank two are in bijective correspondence with irreducible metabelian characters of π 1 (E K ). Non-metabelian characters in X T F (E K ) are in 2-1 correspondence with the rank three augmentations of the abelian cord ring.
Proof. The definition of X makes it clear that X(ε) is fixed under ι if and only if rank(ε) < 3. (the coordinate x ij (χ ρ ) = tr(ρ(m i m
As X is injective and surjective on orbits of ι (since Y • X is onto X τ (Σ(K)), and the rank 1 reflective augmentation (ε(c ij ) = 2 for all i, j) gives the abelian representation, we see that X sets up a 1-1 correspondence between rank 2 augmentations in A(D) and irreducible metabelian characters in X T F (E K ). Moreover, X sends a rank three augmentation to a non-metabelian character and Z τ •Y is 2-1 on non-metabelian characters by Theorem 4.1 and that Z τ is injective on X τ (Σ(K)).
Corollary 5.3. Let K be a knot with |∆ K (−1)| = 1. Then K has a rank 3 augmentation ε : HC ab 0 (K) → C and no rank 2 augmentations. Proof. By [KM10] there is an irreducible representation ρ : π 1 (E K ) → SU (2), such that ρ(m) is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues ± √ −1, which is not binary-dihedral as the determinant is 1. Since χ ρ ∈ X T F (E K ), Theorem 5.2 implies there is a rank 3 augmentation and additionally no rank 2 augmentations since there are no irreducible metabelian characters. 
Proof. Each abelian representation is in the image of Y, its preimage a metabelian representation, and so by [NY12] is in X τ (Σ(K)) and the character of any reducible representation agrees with the character of an abelian representation. Now suppose χ ∈ X(Σ(K)) is associated to an irreducible representation ρ : π 1 (Σ(K)) → SL 2 C. Consider a generating set g 2 , . . . , g N for π 1 (Σ(K)) as above and let A i = ρ(g i ) for 1 < i ≤ N .
A fact we have used before is that for A 2 , A 3 , A 4 ∈ SL 2 C the discriminant ∆(A 2 
1≤i,j≤4 ) = 0, since we assumed no reflective augmentation with rank more than three exists.
Thus by Lemma 2.1 there is a T ∈ SL 2 C with tr(T ) = 0 such that (T A i ) 2 = −Id for i = 2, 3, 4, provided the trace of [A i , A j ] is not 2 for some pair i, j, which we may assume is true, for i = 2, j = 3 say, as ρ is irreducible [CS83] . By Remark 2.5, since ∆(A 2 , A 3 , A j ) = 0 for 4 ≤ j ≤ n (for the same reason), we have (
As the g i generate this means ρ ∈ R τ (Σ(K)), so χ ∈ X τ (Σ(K)). Thus max r ab (K) ≤ 3 implies that X τ (Σ(K)) = X(Σ(K)). We then obtain the isomorphism
] from Theorem 5.1 and the Nullstellensatz.
When K has reflective augmentations of sufficiently high rank we can see that Z : (HC
will not be an isomorphism.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that K has a reflective augmentation of rank at least five. Then there is b ∈ √ 0 with b ∈ ker Z, so Z :
is not an isomorphism.
Proof. That the dual map Z τ cannot be an equivalence was already observed in the proof of Theorem 5.1 -the observation there that Z τ (χ) could not have rank more than four did not depend on χ being τ -equivariant. In order to see an element of the kernel of Z, choose an augmentation ε with rank five, and a size 5 non-degenerate principal submatrix of C D (ε). The determinant of the corresponding submatrix of C D (as a matrix over HC ab 0 (K)) cannot be in the nilradical of HC ab 0 (K) because of ε, but it is in the kernel of Z by Corollary 2.3.
We might then expect that, given the existence of higher rank augmentations, the rings (HC 6. Applications, finding representations into SU(2) and SL 2 R
In this section we explicitly give a non-metabelian trace-free representation ρ : π 1 (E K ) → SL 2 C corresponding to ε ∈ A(D), with rank three. The obvious necessary conditions on ε for ρ to be conjugate into SU(2) are shown to be sufficient, and that conjugate representation is non-binarydihedral. The representation ρ is lifted from a non-abelian representation ρ : π 1 (Σ(K)) → SL 2 C with character Y(χ ρ ). We discuss when ρ is conjugate into SL 2 Rand give some applications to the left-orderability of π 1 (Σ(K)).
6.1. Constructing representations. Suppose that D is D(w(β)) for some word for a braid representative β ∈ B N of K (we will note shortly that, in fact, D may be any knot diagram of K). Let ε = (ε 12 , ε 13 , . . . , ε n−1,n ) ∈ A(D) have rank three. By Lemma 3.7 there is a size 3 principal submatrix of C D (ε) that is non-degenerate. We may appropriately label D so that it consists of rows (and columns) 1, 2, 3; note this implies We may also assume ε 12 = ±2 (Lemma 3.8). Set A 1 = Id and construct A 1 , . . . , A n as in Proposition 3.9. We use the notation of that proposition (taking k = 3), so that
, and A l = a l b l c l ε 1l − a l for every l = 1, 2, 3. By that proposition we have A 1 , . . . , A n defined such that tr(A r A −1 s ) = ε rs if min(r, s) ≤ 3. We are left to check that tr(A r A −1 s ) = ε rs if r and s are larger than 3. To this end consider the 4 × 4 matrix
For any r it must be that det(M (r, r)) = 0 since each entry of M (r, r) equals the corresponding augmentation coordinate ε * , * and the rank of ε is less than four. By Corollary 2.4 it must be that det(M (r, s)) = 0 for r, s = 1, 2, 3. As the rank of ε is three, our choice of labeling implies the fourth column of M (r, s) is in the linear span of the (independent) first three columns. Since tr(A l A i ] for i = 2, . . . , n (so g 2 , . . . , g N are as in Proposition 4.3) and define ρ(g i ) = A i for each i, defining a map on π 1 (Σ(K)). Since Y•X(ε) ∈ X(Σ(K)) is a well-defined character, there is some representation ρ of π 1 (Σ(K)) in SL 2 C satisfying the above trace conditions. But up to conjugacy the trace conditions determined ρ, i.e. there exists B ∈ SL 2 C so that Bρ (g i )B
−1 = A i , i = 2, . . . , n, so ρ must be well-defined.
To construct its lift ρ, a trace-free representation R(E K ), construct the matrix T guaranteed by Lemma 2.1 (that M (r, r) = 0 implies ∆(A 2 , A 3 , A r ) = 0). Define ρ(m i ) = T A i for each meridian generator m i , r = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then ρ : π 1 (E K ) → SL 2 C has X(ε) as its character and is a welldefined, trace-free representation that is non-metabelian as ε had rank three (see comments following Theorem 4.1).
Define α := 1 − a(ε 13 − a). We will need the following lemma in the remaining sections.
Lemma 6.1. If ε ∈ A(D) is a real point, i.e. ε rs ∈ R for 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n, then α ∈ R. In that case α is positive if and only if ε Proof. Using the definition of a, the conclusion is a direct consequence of a computation: Remark 6.2. We have been using a closed braid form and the diagram D(w(β)) because of our choice of presentation of π 1 (Σ(K)). However, if D is any knot diagram, and m 1 , . . . , m n the set of meridian generators in the Wirtinger presentation, it is possible to directly check that setting m 1 → T and m i → T A i , for i = 2, . . . , n determines a well-defined representation of π 1 (E K ).
Suppose that there is a crossing (i, j, k) in D (recall the overcrossing strand is i). Then the corresponding relation in the Wirtinger presentation is m j m i = m i m k , where is either 1 or -1. Moreover, ε rj +ε rk = ε ri ε ij for any 1 ≤ r ≤ n. One can check this implies that
so the relation holds. The relation also holds if ε ij = 0, but takes some more effort to check. In particular, it requires one to use the fact that c l + b l α = 0 (see the proof of Theorem 6.5).
6.2. SU(2) representations. Before discussing the relation to SU(2) characters in X T F (E K ), we point out a relationship to a space arising in singular instanton knot homology I (K) [KM11] . The conjugacy classes of SU(2) representations in X T F (E K ) is a space arising in the construction of I (K). Thinking of SU(2) as the unit quaternions, define R(K; i) = {ρ : π 1 (E K ) → SU(2)|ρ(m) ∼ i}, where m is a meridian and ρ(m) ∼ i means that ρ(m) is conjugate to i. Identifying SU(2) with a real subalgebra of M 2 (C), setting i to the diagonal matrix diag[ √ −1, − √ −1], we note that R(K; i) is in the trace-free representations of π 1 (E K ). The binary-dihedral subgroup is S 1 ∪ S 1 j ⊂ SU(2), where
The set of representations with binary-dihedral image are all in R(K, i) and their characters are the metabelian characters.
By results below, the rank three reflective augmentations determine whether a knot is SU(2)-simple. If a certain genericity hypothesis holds for K and K is SU(2)-simple then the singular instanton chain complex, under an admissible holonomy perturbation, has no non-zero differentials and the total rank of I (K) is det(K) [Zen15, Proposition 7.3] (see also [HHK14] ).
Returning to constructions on augmentations, let ρ : Definition 6.4. Let ε ∈ A(D) have rank three for D an n-crossing diagram. We call ε elliptic if it satisfies the conditions ε rs ∈ [−2, 2], 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n ε(r, s, t) ∈ [−2, 2], 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ n.
Note that if ε is elliptic then there is some ε rs ∈ (−2, 2), since rank(ε) = 3. So the images of ρ and ρ contain some elliptic element in SL 2 C, and this elliptic element is involved in a commutator that is also elliptic.
Theorem 6.5. Given a diagram D and ε ∈ A(D), ε is elliptic if and only if X(ε) is an SU(2) character.
Proof. If X(ε) is an SU(2) character then ε is elliptic. Suppose that ε has rank three and is elliptic.
Let i = √ −1 and construct T and A 2 , . . . , A n in SL 2 C as at the start of the section. As ε has rank three, we may suppose ε 12 ∈ (−2, 2) and ε(1, 2, 3) < 2. Use the notation introduced in Proposition 3.9. Recall a = ε23−ε13d ε12−2d and d 2 − ε 12 d + 1 = 0. Choose a square root of α = 1 − a(ε 13 − a). By Lemma 6.1 α = 0 and by the explicit method of constructing T (Remark 2.5) we may set
which has eigenvectors (α −1/2 , 1) and (α −1/2 , −1). As ε 12 ∈ (−2, 2) we get d 2 − ε 12 d + 1 = 0 implies that ε 12 − d =d, the complex conjugate of d. Letting P be the matrix with the above eigenvectors as columns, we have
which is in SU(2). Also we have that
As ε(1, 2, 3) < 2 we know α 1/2 is real by Lemma 6.1. Moreover, since ε 12 − d =d one can show that the real part of 2a is ε 13 . Hence ε 13 − 2a is purely imaginary. From these observations we see that
Finally consider A l for any l = 1, 2, 3. Recall that c l = a(ε 1l −a l )+b l −b l a(ε 13 −a)+(ε 13 −a)a l −ε 3l , where a l = ε 2l −ε 1l d ε12−2d and b l is defined such that the determinant is 1. Straightforward computation gives that
Now note that 2a l − ε 1l ∈ iR. Moreover,
and so c l − b l α ∈ R and thus the off-diagonal entries in P −1 T A l P make a pair β and −β. Now we note that c l + b l α must be zero, as P −1 T A l P has trace zero. So P −1 T A l P is in SU(2). To see c l + b l α = 0 more directly, since P −1 T A l P has determinant 1 we have
and rearranging gives (
2 . Now consider the determinant, which we will write det l (ε) of the 4 × 4 matrix [ε rs ] r,s=1,2,3,l . Direct comparison finds that
12 + ε 2 13 + ε 2 23 − ε 12 ε 13 ε 23 − 4
.
As ε has rank three, det l (ε) = 0, and so c l + b l α = 0.
Remark 6.6. Note in the proof of Theorem 6.5, we only needed to use that ε was a real point in A(D) and that for some 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n (relabelled to be i = 1, j = 2, k = 3) we had ε ij ∈ (−2, 2) and ε(i, j, k) < 2. Yet the result implies that ε is elliptic, placing a strong condition on the real points in C ( n 2 ) which can be occupied by an augmentation.
Corollary 6.7. A knot K is SU(2)-simple if and only if K has no elliptic augmentation.
Proof. If K has a elliptic augmentation ε then by Theorem 6.5 X(ε) is the character of a SU(2) representation ρ : π 1 (E K ) → SU(2). That representation is trace-free, so ρ ∈ R(K; i) and since ε has rank three, ρ is not binary-dihedral by Corollary 5.2. So K is not SU(2)-simple. If K is not SU(2)-simple then there is an irreducible SU(2) representation in X T F (E K ) that does not have a metabelian character. If the character is χ, then Z τ • Y(χ) ∈ A 3 (D) has rank three and is elliptic since χ is an SU(2) character.
In the appendix we record the number of elliptic augmentations for knots with 8, 9, and 10 crossings which are not 2-bridge knots (2-bridge knots have no rank three augmentations). It should be noted that each non-alternating knot in these tables has at least one elliptic augmentation. The author has also looked at the reflective augmentations of all non-alternating 11-crossing knots, each of which has at least one elliptic augmentation. This gives some computational evidence for an affirmative answer to Question 8.2 in [Zen15] . For the reader's convenience we note that from Tables 1, 2 , and 3 the following is the set of knots with up to 10 crossings which are SU(2)-simple, but not 2-bridge: 8 16 , 8 17 , 8 18 , 9 29 , 9 32 , 9 33 , 9 38 , 10 83 , 10 86 , 10 88 , 10 89 , 10 91 , 10 92 , 10 94 , 10 95 , 10 96 , 10 97 , 10 109 .
While the author is uncertain how generally it holds, the phenomenon illustrated by the Example 6.8 below may be of interest to the question of whether any non-alternating knot is SU(2)-simple.
Example 6.8. Consider the knot 10 153 that appears in the knot tables and its diagram D 153 shown in Figure 7 . The diagram can be cut at 4 points (as in the figure) to obtain two alternating tangles. Note that if we "close" the tangle outside of the circle by one arc attaching the components 5 and 6 and another arc attaching components 1 and 7 we obtain the labeled diagram D 0 of K 0 = 5 2 in Figure 2 .
Recall from Example 3.5 that we determine an augmentation of HC ab 0 (K 0 ) by sending c 12 to a root of f (x) := x 3 + x 2 − 2x − 1 (each of these augmentations has rank 2). We also note that c 14 = c 3 12 − 3c 12 and c 15 = c 2 12 − 2 are sent by such an augmentation to the other two roots. There are 5 rank three augmentations in A(D 153 ). For each root x i , i = 1, 2, 3 of f (x), one of these augmentations sends c 12 to x i . Note that all three roots are real. Let x 1 , x 2 , x 3 be the roots in order, i.e. x 1 < x 2 < x 3 . Denote by ε i the augmentation with ε i (c 12 ) = x i . The matrix C D153 (ε 2 ) is given below (above the diagonal), where y i , i = 1, 2, 3 denote the three real roots (in order) of g(x) = x 3 − 2x 2 − x + 1. The augmentations ε 1 and ε 3 are similarly described but under a cyclic permutation applied to the roots (of both f and g).
We remark that x i ∈ [−2, 2] for all i, y 1 , y 2 ∈ [−2, 2] and y 3 > 2. Indeed, ε 1 and ε 3 are elliptic augmentations and ε 2 is a non-elliptic rank three augmentation.
We also note that, focusing on cords involving only components in the tangle giving K 0 (i.e. ε ij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5), we can check the augmentation in Example 3.5 to see this 5 × 5 submatrix equals C D0 (ε 0 ). If we consider the other tangle in Figure 7 and close it by attaching components 1 and 5, and components 6 and 7, we obtain a diagram of 5 1 . We said that A(D 153 ) has 5 rank three augmentations. It seems that the other 2 augmentations have a similar relationship to the two rank 2 augmentations of 5 1 . 6.3. SL 2 R representations of π 1 (Σ(K)) and orderability. In contrast to Section 6.2 suppose that ε ∈ A(D) is a real point, with rank three, which is not elliptic. Then it turns out that Y • X(ε) = χ ρ , where ρ is constructed as above, is the character of a representation into SL 2 R. Note that χ ρ ∈ X τ (Σ(K)) is a real-valued character by Lemma 4.4 and the fact that ε is real. (This may not be the case for χ ρ .) But if a real-valued character is not the character of an SL 2 R representation then it is an SU (2) character (see e.g. [MS84, Proposition III.1.1]). But ε is not elliptic so this is not the case. Since χ ρ is not an abelian character, ρ is irreducible and so conjugate to an SL 2 R representation. Often the representation ρ itself is into SL 2 R.
Theorem 6.9. Given a rank three real point ε ∈ A(D), if there exists 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n with |ε ij | > 2 and ε(i, j, k) > 2 then the non-abelian representation ρ : π 1 (Σ(K)) → SL 2 C, defined by ρ(g r ) = A r as above, has image in SL 2 R.
Proof. Use the notation from Section 6.1, assuming i = 1, j = 2, k = 3. The fact ε 2 12 > 4 implies that d ∈ R, which ensures that A 2 and A 3 are in SL 2 R since ε is real. For l = 1, 2, 3 it is then sufficient to check that b l ∈ R.
Recall Equation (10) which, since ε has rank three, implies that (
So by (10) this discriminant is 4α, which is a real positive number (that is independent of l) by Lemma 6.1. So b l ∈ R.
Consequently augmentations can provide information about orderings on π 1 (Σ(K)). Two types of orderings are of interest. A left-invariant order (or simply left ordering) on a group G is, as it sounds, a total ordering which is preserved by multiplication on the left. A circular ordering on G is one that is modelled by an oriented S 1 . That is, one has for each g ∈ G a total order < g on G \ {g} with a compatibility condition on two such orders: if g, h, x, y ∈ G are pairwise distinct elements and x < g y then either x < h y or (exclusive) x < g h < g y.
It is known that if a compact, connected and P 2 -irreducible 3-manifold has positive first Betti number then its fundamental group has a left ordering, leaving Q homology 3-spheres as the interesting case for left orderings on 3-manifold groups [BRW05] . Moreover, the case of a Seifert fibred space was characterized in the same paper of Boyer, Rolfsen and Wiest. Given a hyperbolic knot K it is often the case that Σ(K) is hyperbolic, which makes these examples of interest.
We remark on two interesting and related conjectures. Recall that an L-space is a Q homology 3-sphere M with the property that the total rank of the Heegaard Floer homology HF (M ) equals |H 1 (M )| (which is the smallest it can possibly be). It is a conjecture, raised by Ozsváth and Szabó, that if an irreducible Z homology sphere is an L-space, it is S 3 or the Poincaré homology sphere (see e.g. [HL14, Conjecture 1]). In [BGW13] it is conjectured that any irreducible Q homology sphere (not equal to S 3 ) is an L-space if and only if its fundamental group does not admit a left ordering. Combining the conjectures above we would expect, minus two exceptions, that irreducible Z homology spheres (and, in particular, the two-fold branched cover of a prime knot with determinant 1) will have a left-orderable fundamental group. Augmentations provide a sufficient condition. By Theorem 6.9, for any knot K and a rank three, non-elliptic, real augmentation of K, ρ induces an irreducible representation of π 1 (Σ(K)) into PSL 2 R, which implies π 1 (Σ(K)) has a circular ordering. Moreover the finite cover of Σ(K) corresponding to the commutator subgroup has left-orderable fundamental group [BRW05, Proposition 1.2].
Corollary 6.10. If the determinant of K is 1 and one of its rank three reflective augmentations is real and non-elliptic, then π 1 (Σ(K)) has a left-invariant order.
In more generality, if the pullback by ρ of the Euler class ρ * ([e]) ∈ H 2 (Σ(K)) is zero, then it must be that π 1 (Σ(K)) has a left ordering (see [Ghy01, Section 6 .2]); of course, when det(K) = 1 this is automatic as H 2 (Σ(K)) is trivial in this case. Utilizing a previous result in [CH] , Corollary 6.10 gives a method to construct infinite families of integer homology spheres which have left orderable fundamental group. For example, we may apply the following Corollary to any of the knots K 0 , K 1 , K 2 in Example 6.12.
Corollary 6.11. Suppose that P is a connected, closed braid contained in a solid torus
that is standardly embedded in S 3 , meaning S 1 × {pt} bounds a disk. For a knot K ⊂ S 3 , let P (K) be the satellite knot of K with pattern P , and let p be the winding number of P in S 1 × D 2 . If p is odd and K has a rank three reflective augmentation, which is real and non-elliptic, then so does P (K). If det(K) = det(P ) = 1 as well, then Σ(P (K)) has left orderable fundamental group.
The proof will require some discussion of properties of a more general construction than the cord ring, the cord algebra HC 0 (K). Given an n-crossing diagram of K, HC 0 (K) admits a presentation similar to that of HC ab 0 (K) in Theorem 3.2. However, in this case c ij = c ji generally, for 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n. Please see [Ng08] for details.
Proof. Recall there is a correspondence, Theorem 3.6, between elements in Hom(HC 0 (K), C) and irreducible representations in R Aug (E K ). That correspondence relies on an isomorphism between HC 0 (K) and another algebra Π K , over the ring Z[µ ±1 , λ ±1 ], generated by the set of elements of π 1 (E K ). Given an element γ ∈ π 1 (E K ), write [γ] for the corresponding element in Π K . We note that the multiplications in π 1 (E K ) and
Let an n-crossing diagram of K be chosen and set meridian generators to be m 1 , . . . , m n in
Given k > 0, it was shown in [CH, Proposition 5.2] how to construct an irreducible element ρ ∈ R Aug (E P (K) , k) from an irreducible ρ ∈ R Aug (E K , k). In that proposition a collection of np meridian generators {m ij , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ p} of π 1 (E P (K) ) were chosen, so that m i1 m i2 . . . m ip was identified with the meridian m i of K.
An augmentation ε ∈ Hom(HC 0 (K), C) factors through HC ab 0 (K) (i.e. is reflective) if and only if ε(µ) = −1 and ε(c ij ) = ε(c ji ). If ε is the augmentation corresponding to ρ and ε(µ) = −1, then we remark that, since (−1) p = −1 by assumption, the construction in [CH] can be made so that ρ(m ik ) = ρ(m i ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ p. This implies ρ(γ ik γ −1 jl ) = ρ(γ i γ −1 j ) which means that if ε is reflective then ε is reflective (where ε corresponds to ρ under Theorem 3.6), and that ε is elliptic or not according to ε.
Finally, we note that ∆ P (K) (t) = ∆ P (t)∆ K (t p ), and so det(P (K)) = 1 if det(P ) = 1 = det(K) implying that Σ(P (K)) has left orderable fundamental group by Corollary 6.10.
We remark that one can construct a surjective homomorphism φ : π 1 (E P (K) ) → π 1 (E P ) that preserves peripheral structure. In contrast, such a homomorphism does not generally exist from π 1 (E P (K) ) onto π 1 (E K ) (see e.g. [SW06, Proposition 3.4, Remark 3.5]). Taking advantage of the correspondence of Theorem 3.6, one could use φ and a rank three augmentation ε ∈ Hom(HC 0 (P ), C) to obtain a rank three augmentation ε ∈ Hom(HC 0 (P (K)), C). Some care would be needed to check if ε being reflective implies ε is reflective.
Recall Example 6.8 above; let K 0 be the knot 10 153 . Since y 3 > 2, the augmentation ε 2 we gave is non-elliptic and so determines a non-abelian representation ρ : π 1 (Σ(K 0 )) → SL 2 R. As |∆ K0 (−1)| = 1, we have that π 1 (Σ(K 0 )) has a left ordering by Corollary 6.10. Example 6.12. We consider a family of examples of homology 3-spheres for which Σ(10 153 ) is the first. For each n ∈ Z we let K n be the knot with diagram shown on the left of Figure 8 , where the boxed region contains n full-twists as shown (with the twists being in the opposite sense if n < 0). Since we use full-twists, K n is connected and oriented as shown in the figure. Suppose that in the given diagram of K n the component at the top-left corner of the n-twist region is labeled i n and the component at the top-right corner is labeled j n . For all n ∈ Z, |∆ Kn (−1)| = 1. To see this, use the Conway-Alexander polynomial to see that ∆ Kn (t) = ∆ K0 (t) for all n. Indeed, the difference between the Conway-Alexander polynomial of K n and that of K n−1 is a multiple of the Conway-Alexander polynomial of the link K ∞ on the right of Figure 8 . But K ∞ is a split link (in fact it is isotopic to the 2-component unlink) and so has Alexander polynomial 0. Thus, since |∆ K0 (−1)| = 1, the determinant of K n is 1 for all n ∈ Z.
We have already given a rank three non-elliptic augmentation for K 0 = 10 153 which implies π 1 (Σ(K 0 )) is left-orderable. Such an augmentation exists for K 1 and K 2 also. In the case of K 1 , let z 1 is the largest root of x 6 + x 5 − 7x 4 − 2x 3 + 7x 2 + 2x − 1 (all of which are real). Then there is such an augmentation with ε i1j1 = z 1 , and such that all other coordinates of the augmentation are given by a polynomial in Z[z 1 ]. For the case of K 2 , let z 2 be the largest real root of the polynomial x 7 + x 6 − 4x 5 − 10x 4 + 4x 3 + 14x 2 + 4x 2 − 1. Then there is a rank three non-elliptic augmentation of K 2 with ε i2j2 = z 2 and with other coordinates given by a polynomial in Z[z 2 ]. Both z 1 and z 2 are larger than 2, so these augmentations give an SL 2 R representation. Hence Σ(K 1 ) and Σ(K 2 ) have left-orderable fundamental group.
We note that, although Σ(K −1 ) is expected to not be an L-space, K −1 does not have a nonelliptic rank three augmentation (and so π 1 (Σ(K −1 )) does not have a non-abelian equivariant SL 2 R representation). The variety of augmentations for our given diagram of K −1 has 11 points. Other than the rank 1 point they are determined by setting ε i−1,j−1 to a root of 1 + 2x − 5x 2 − 18x 3 − 14x 4 + 14x 5 + 21x 6 − 3x 7 − 8x 8 + x 10 . Four of these are real roots in [−2, 2], and the augmentations determined are elliptic. The other roots are not real, and so do not give a real-valued augmentation. Table 3 . 10-crossing alternating knots with bridge number 3
